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In an interview between Oprah and Dr. Brené Brown, vulnerability researcher and
storyteller, the following words were exchanged:

People who are walking around as perfectionists are ultimately afraid that the world
is going to see them for who they really are and [that] they won't measure up.

Though I’d been living this way since my eager childhood, only recently did I place
the behavior. The quest to please, the self-imposed pressure to amount to
something, the colossal hatred toward living in learning curves, the fear of change
and starting. It left me clinging to instant gratification, praise, and results like
lifelines—and I wanted all of them, all the time, without fully extending myself.

I never really had to. School and all those miscellaneous extracurricular activities
that padded my college applications (I mean, made me well-rounded) required
minimal effort. And with (relative) success reinforcing my actions, the patterns
continued. I went into college and the workforce with this deep-seated drive to be
the best.

Consequently, I was regularly pulled under by nauseating bouts of “the never
enoughs.” Predictable as a carousel, they spun me backward and kept me down.
Until I finally did something about it.

First, let’s examine my inflection point. I was 22 years old with a big girl job and a
heavy dose of grief from losing my father. At work, though, I compartmentalized and
consistently achieved and overachieved—to the point that even my dreams were
seized and conquered by work-related themes.
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One morning, I sent my boss a very important deliverable—one that I poured my
heart and free time into. When the workday ended at 6 PM, I heard nothing. No
feedback, no acknowledgement, no comments or energetic high-five. I blew it.

You knew you weren’t ready for this responsibility, and now your boss thinks
you’re a careless, hurried hammer with nothing but a bucket of bad ideas and poor
spreadsheet management. She’ll probably have to redo the entire thing. Did you
even proofread it? You’re a joke—15 other girls could do your job better than you.

Of course, one day later, the response came. Rave reviews. The low was lifted, but I
sunk with immaturity.

I wish this were a lie. I wish I were as secure in my abilities then as I am now, but for
perfectionists, self-doubt is a deeply engrained behavior. I feel lucky, though, that
this particular episode started an avalanche of introspection and change. That
person, crippled by intense worry, was not who I wanted to be. So with courage and
active practice I started to work out the kinks.

Here are the manageable steps I took, and that you can too, to take strides away
from perfectionism.

Do a Reality Check

When my inner critic gets in a shouting match with reason, and self-doubt begins to
bubble over reality, I make efforts to keep myself in check. I do that with this series
of questions:
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1. Are my thoughts factual, or are they my interpretations?

2. Am I jumping to negative conclusions?

3. Is this situation as bad as I’m making it out to be?

4. What’s the worst thing that could happen? How likely is that to happen?

5. Will this matter in five years? At the pivotal moments of my life (read:
moving abroad or childbirth), will this moment actually matter?

By the end of it, I’ve either forgotten what started my funk or come to realize that I
was building elaborate falsities in my mind while awaiting validation. As
perfectionists, we have a tendency to play the starring role in countless self-doubt
sagas and confuse compliments for deep, authentic sources of self-esteem and inner
peace. This reality test simultaneously makes us accountable for our own
reassurance and less dependent on others for positive reinforcement.

RELATED: 3 Work Mistakes Even Smart People Make

Practice Radical Self-Acceptance

Perfectionists tend to be critical of others. It’s a defense mechanism that causes us to
reject in others what we can’t accept in ourselves, and the more we pick at our
shortcomings, the more we fixate on those of the people around us. These strong
feelings come from idealizing the perfect person and life, and it’s a menacing filter
we can’t seem to lift off of reality.

To kick this habit in the jaw, we must be kind to ourselves. When we like ourselves,
even our “flaws” and “imperfections,” we’re much less likely to be grumpy pricks
who hold everyone under a microscope.

So every morning, I tell myself something I love about myself. The subject can be as
simple as my morning Medusa hair, or as complex as my love language. Whatever it
is that I choose, I choose it for the day, and I repeat it when I feel I need that boost. I
repeat it and I believe it, and practicing that radical self-lovebeats the hell out of the
alternative of living a hard-hearted, locked-down, and unforgiving life.
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